VISION T5
™

An intuitive touchscreen control for
effortless operation of cutting processes.

EMPOWER YOUR
CUTTING OPERATION.
The Vision T5 is proof that a state-of-the-art control doesn’t have to be
complicated. Featuring an ergonomic touchscreen, simple toggle switches,
and dual USB ports, every inch of the control has been expertly designed
for ease of use and operator efficiency. But what really sets the Vision T5 apart
is an ultra-intuitive interface that dramatically streamlines operation and
boosts productivity.

Reduces
setup time

Enhances
multi-tasking

Simplifies control
of advanced
processes

 uided operation for faster,
G
more efficient production.
 SAB’s Operating Wizard provides clear, step-by-step
E
instructions from power-up through the entire
cutting sequence. This innovative tool helps operators
speed up the setup process and ensures exceptional
cut quality.
n

Cuts training time in half

n

Includes steps for torch setup and machine positioning

n

Built-in shape library simplifies part programming

n

Automatically applies small hole cutting techniques
when appropriate

Complete control.
Maximum productivity.
 nly ESAB offers a complete, integrated
O
cutting solution. The Vision T5 gives operators
control of all cutting and marking process tools,
including plasma beveling, triple torch oxy-fuel
beveling, text marking, layout line marketing,
laser cutting and beveling, grinding, drilling,
and even special applications. External boxes
are eliminated and a built-in Process Database
automatically sets cut parameters.
n

Cutting-edge software
to get the most
out of your machine.
 he Vision T5 is compatible with ESAB’s
T
industry-leading software designed to
improve performance and efficiency. Below
are just some of the options available that
allow you to realize the full capabilities
of the control and your entire cutting system.
n

and process setup to optimize cut quality,
as well as generates nests that maximize
plate utilization

Controls 1 to 12 stations without
additional panels

n

Program parking and power fail recovery

n

Real-time graphics with zoom allow operator

n

Remote diagnostics for faster technical
support and troubleshooting

CutCloud—An online management
platform that tracks productivity and enables
data-driven decision making

to see exactly where the tool is cutting
n

Columbus™—Fully automates program

n

EasyShape™—Simplifies programming
of even complex shapes and automatically
applies Precision Hole Technology™
where applicable

 NRIVALED SERVICE
U
AND SUPPORT.
Like all ESAB products, Vision T5 is backed by our commitment to superior customer service
and support. Our skilled customer service department is prepared to quickly answer any questions,
address problems, and help with the maintenance and upgrading of your ESAB equipment
and software. We offer:
Value packages, including machine and process audits to maximize your investment

n

Proactive preventive maintenance programs and maintenance contracts
to keep your equipment and software up and running

n

ESAB plasma consumables for the perfect cut

n

Specialized repair services

n

Retrofit upgrade products and packages for the latest in machine, control,
and software technology

n

Complete
product and process training, including advanced training programs

And, our products are backed with the most comprehensive warranty in the business. With ESAB,
you can be confident that the product you purchased will meet your needs today and in the future.
Ask your ESAB sales representative or distributor for a complete ESAB solution.
For more information, visit esab-cutting.com
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